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Learning Objectives

• In this session we will:

- Remind ourselves  of the recent definition of stroke.

- Appreciate the  trend of global and African epidemiology of 
stroke

- Understand the drivers of the changing stroke epidemiology

- Be inspired to identify where/how we can fit in, to tackle the 
growing burden of stroke in Africa.



Outline
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• Epidemiology of Stroke _ Global

• Epidemiology of Stroke _ Africa

• Risk factors for Stroke

• Drivers of Changing Stroke Epidemiology

• Is Genetics important to Stroke in Africa ?

• Tackling the growing Stroke burden in Africa

• Conclusion
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Major Stroke Types

Subarachnoid Haemorrhage

Haemorrhagic stroke

Ischaemic stroke

Subarachnoid haemorrhage
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Trends in Global Stroke 

Epidemiology



•17 million strokes per year

•1 stroke every 2 seconds

•6.5 million deaths per year

•26 million stroke survivors



The burden of stroke in population
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Stroke incidence rates over four decades (1970- 2010), with a 42% ↓ in HIC and ↑ 
100% LMIC .  In 2000–08, overall stroke incidence rates in LMIC, for the first time, 
exceeded HIC by 20% .   - Feign et al, 2009 11



Global trends in stroke incidence rates per 
100,000 person-years (1990-2015)
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The global burden of disease used multi-state 
models implemented in the software program 
DisMod III. Neuroepidemiology 2012;38:30–40, Mathers CD British 
Medical Bulletin 2009; 92: 7–32
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Krishnamurthi RV Lancet Glob Health 2013;1: e259–81

Feigin VL Lancet. 2014 ;383:245-54. 



Age standardized  Incidence  of Ischemic Stroke 1990 
Krishnamurthi RV Lancet Glob Health 2013;1: e259–81



Age standardized  Incidence  of Ischemic Stroke 2010 
Krishnamurthi RV Lancet Glob Health 2013;1: e259–81



Age standardized  Incidence  of Hemorrhagic Stroke 1990 
Krishnamurthi RV Lancet Glob Health 2013;1: e259–81



Age standardized  Incidence  of Hemorrhagic Stroke 2010 
Krishnamurthi RV Lancet Glob Health 2013;1: e259–81



Global stroke deaths 1990- 2020
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Proportional contribution of deaths from stroke to all 
causes of deaths in the world (1990-2015)



Feigin VL Lancet. 2014 ;383:245-54. 



Geographical variations in stroke 
mortality rates in 2015 



Worldwide burden of all stroke deaths

Worldmapper © Copyright SASI Group (University of Sheffield)

Size of country proportional to the proportion of worldwide stroke deaths in that country

http://www.worldmapper.org/
http://www.worldmapper.org/


The reality of health 
care in areas of stroke 

burden



Prevalence

Feigin et al, 2015





Global trends in stroke DALYs rates per 
100,000 person-years (1990-2015)



Absolute number of DALYs from stroke in 
the world (1990-2015)



Proportional contribution of DALYs from stroke to 
DALYs from all causes in the world (1990-2015)

In 2015, DALYs from stroke are the 2nd

leading cause of DALYs worldwide 



Estimated number of disability-adjusted life-years 
(DALYs) lost to stroke in 2020

Total 62 million

Source: Murray and Lopez, Lancet 1997

Developed world: 10 million

Developing world: 52 million
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Epidemiology of Stroke in SSA





Stroke Literacy among Africans

About 30% of workers in an hospital ( majorly non – clinical)  could not 

identify the brain as the organ affected in stroke

90% correctly identified  hypertension as a risk factor

14% considered evil spirit/witchcraft as cause of stroke

 spiritual healing was most preferred by 13%





Stroke Incidence in Africa





Stroke mortality in SSA

• In hospital – based studies,  1- month case fatality rate  of up 

50% ( ICH – 72%, C I- 27%) were reported by Damasceno et 

al. Stroke 2010.

• In the INTERSTROKE Study, 1 – month CFR was 22% in 

Africa  (compared to 4% in HIC)

• In the Tanzanian Incident Stroke Study, case fatality rate was 

28.7% at 1 month and 84.3% at 3 years (Walker et al, 2010)



Stroke Prevalence in Africa



Population – based prevalence rates of stroke in Africa



Stroke  Types in SSA – Data from the INTERSTROKE Study

O’Donnell et al, 2016.





Risk Factors



• 10 risk factors are associated with 90%  population attributable  risk ( PAR) 

risk of stroke

• history of hypertension (OR 2·64) 

• current smoking (OR 2·09) 

• waist-to-hip ratio(OR 1·65 for highest vs lowest tertile) 

• diet risk score (OR 1·35 )for highest vs lowest  tertile); 

• regular physical activity (OR 0·69)

• diabetes mellitus (OR 1·36) 

• alcohol intake (OR 1·51 )for more than 30 drinks per month or binge drinking

• psychosocial stress (OR 1·30)  

• depression (OR 1·35) 

• cardiac causes (OR 2·38)

• ratio of apolipoproteins B to A1 (OR 1·89 ) highest vs lowest tertile



• Globally, 90% of the burden of stroke are 

attributable to modifiable risk factors 

- Clusters of behavioural, metabolic and 

environmental risk factors:

- Behavioural (smoking, poor diet, low physical 

activity)

- Metabolic ( ↑SBP, ↑BMI, ↑FPG, ↑TC, GFR)

- Environmental (household  air pollution from 

from solid fuels,  ambient particulate matter 

pollution, lead exposure)





Feigin et al, 2016



Feigin et al, 2016



Feigin et al, 2016



O’Donnell, 2016



O’Donnell, 2016

• Data confirm regional/geographic variation of  PAR of  stroke risk factors

• Implications for region- and country- specific primary and secondary prevention



Drivers of changing stroke 

epidemiology

• Demographic transition (population growth 

and ageing)

• Urbanization and changing enviroments

• Changing risk factor pattern

• Racial (? Genetic  factors, gene – gene, gene –

environment interactions)



Is Genetics important for Stroke 

in Africa ?



Stroke Disparities and African ancestry

• Significant racial (ethnic) and geographical 
(environmental) disparities occur in stroke

• African Americans have a higher  predisposition, 
worse severity and often poorer outcomes compared 
to Caucasian Americans (US Studies).

• Black stroke survivors had poorer cognitive 
outcome compared to other racial groups (South 
London Stroke Register Study)

• Inherited genetic variations offer a possible 
explanation for the observed peculiarities of stroke 
in populations of African ancestry



Genetic diversity of African populations

• The  African population 

exhibits  great genetic 

diversity.

• This  contributes to 

variations in disease 

pattern eg Hbs and   

malaria .

• .

Campbell and Tishkoff; Annu Rev Genomics 

Hum Genet. 2008 ; 9: 403–433



Genetic diversity of African populations

• The  import of this on the 

pathobiology, phenomics and  

pharmacogenomics of 

cerebrovascular disorders are  

largely unexplored.

• Exploring genomics of diseases 

has great potentials for  deeper 

insight, new therapeutics, 

neuro-protective agents and 

personalized medicine

Campbell and Tishkoff; Annu Rev Genomics 

Hum Genet. 2008 ; 9: 403–433



Genomics and health disparities

Adapted Gene Beneficial Trait Negative Outcome

HBB Confers incomplete 

resistance to lethal forms of 

malaria

Sickle Cell Trait

Sickle Cell Disease

Regulatory Deficiencies of 

HBA and HBB

Confers incomplete 

resistance to lethal forms of 

malaria

α and β thalassemia

APOL1 Protection against Human 

African Trypanosomiasis

Kidney disease

ATP1A1, AQP2, CSK Climate adaptation Hypertension and 

Osmoregulation

DMD Confers protection against 

Lassa fever

Duchenne Muscular 

Dystrophy

Rotimi et al, 2016



SIREN 57



Stroke Investigative Research and Education 

Network  (SIREN) 

58



SIREN: Central Hypothesis and Objective

To develop suitable interventions, the stroke epidemic in Africa 
needs accurate epidemiologic, phenotypic and genomic 
characterization (first pillar of Stroke Quadrangle).

 Aim: To evaluate the  genomic and environmental risk factors 
for stroke in sub-Saharan Africa, while simultaneously building 
sustainable capacities in phenomics, biobanking, genomics, 
biostatistics and bioinformatics.

 Hypothesis: Distribution of unique and novel genomic and 
environmental factors will account for the peculiar and hitherto 
unreported pattern, incidence, type, subtype and outcome of 
stroke among individuals of African ancestry.

SIREN 59



BENIN
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SIBS – Phenomics

and Comm. Eng.

SIBS -

Genomics
SIBS – Biostatistics & 

Bioinformatics

Discovery Phase

Replication Phase

• Unravel genomic and environmental risk 

factors for stroke in Africans.

• CADET core: Training and Capacity 

building for sustainability in all  cores

• > 3000 case – control pairs

• Accurate phenotyping
Cases: ACCESS software-

patent

Controls: pictogram  

QVSFS created

• CVD screening of >7,000 

subjects during comm. 

outreaches (>63).

• Task-shifting stroke training 

-model of translational 

genomics

Genomic banking  
for future analysis

SIREN 61

Candidate gene . 25 SNPs
GWAS African custom chip 2.5M SNPs
WES/WGS; Pathway /Network analysis

Validate new SNPs and CNVs +/- InDels
in REGARDS black sub-cohort, ISGC

Further analysis with next nextGenSeq, 
functional genomics, emerging tech.



AIM on ClearCanvas Enriched Stroke phenotyping

Software : ACCESS
• For standard/uniform 

reporting templates 
across multiple sites in 
multicenter studies. 
USER-FRIENDLY

Facilitates…

• concordant and 
reproducible classification 
of all stroke subtypes by 
multiple investigators 

• Multi-level adjudication/ 
quality control of image 
report

• Export of image data to 
other formats -XML map 
to Excel and merges 
easily with REDCap
database

• Archiving, backup & 
security

62



Preliminary Results



Risk factors for Ischemic 
stroke (64 %)

Risk factors for hemorrhagic 
stroke (36%)

64
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SIREN

INTERSTR



Comparison with REGARDS 
(African Americans and European Americans)

• We compared stroke type and contributions of vascular risk factors among 
indigenous Africans (IA), African Americans (AA) and European 
Americans (EA)

• Using harmonized assessments and standard definitions, we compared data 
on stroke type and established risk factors for stroke in acute stroke cases 
age>55 years in SIREN and REGARDS

• There were 811 IA, 452 AA and 665 EA stroke subjects, with mean age of 
68.0±9.3, 73.0±8.3 and 76.0±8.3 years respectively (p<0.0001). 

• Hemorrhagic stroke was higher in IA (27%) compared to AA (8%) and EA 
(5.4%; p < 0.001). Lacunar strokes were highest in IA (47.1%), followed 
by AA (35.1%), and then EA (21.0%; p < 0.0001). 



Proportion of primary stroke types
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• Hypertension was highest in IA (92.8%), followed by AA 
(82.5%) and then EA (64.2%; p<0.01). 

• Diabetes mellitus (DM) was similar in IA (38.3%) and AA 
(36.8%) but lower in EA (21%; p<0.0001). 

• Pre-morbid sedentary lifestyle was similar in AA (37.7%) and 
EA (34%) but lower in IA (8%). 

• Behavioural factors such as sedentary lifestyle, alcohol and 
smoking may contribute to the higher proportion of ischemic 
stroke in AA compared to IA, 

• Inherited genetic variations offer a possible explanation for 
the higher proportion of hypertension and DM among stroke 
subjects of African ancestry as well as the proportion of risk 
that remains unexplained by traditional and emerging risk 
factors alone.



Candidate gene studies



CHR Gene SNP

Location 

Basepair

Minor 

Allele OR p-value
7 IL6 rs1800796 22766246 C 1.54 0.01329

4 PITX2 rs2200733 111710169 T 0.8239 0.08378

4 CSN3 rs3775745 71113074 G 1.192 0.09064

19 APOE rs7412 45412079 T 1.258 0.1331

9 CDKN2A/CDKN2B  rs2383207 22115959 A 0.6124 0.1644

17 ACE rs4343 61566031 G 1.162 0.2242

9 CDKN2A/CDKN2B  rs1333040 22083404 C 1.099 0.3574

19 APOE rs429358 45411941 C 1.108 0.3878

7 HDAC9 rs11984041 19031935 T 0.8924 0.3938

22 CELSR1 rs6007897 46780521 T 1.093 0.3958

9 ANRIL rs10757274 22096055 G 0.8909 0.4125

7 IL6 rs2069832 22767433 A 2.503 0.4322

5 CD14 rs2569190 140012916 A 0.9187 0.442

22 APOL1 rs73885319 36661906 G 0.9478 0.6075

7 HDAC9 rs2107595 19049388 A 0.9331 0.6105

4 PITX2 rs2634073 111665783 T 0.9512 0.6228

22 CELSR1 rs9615362 46795141 C 1.049 0.6506

9 ANRIL rs10757278 22124477 G 1.046 0.7664

22 APOL1 rs60910145 36662034 G 0.9743 0.7858

16 ZFHX3 rs879324 73068678 A 0.9791 0.8793

1

intergenic region near 

TSPAN2 rs12122341 115655690 G 1.027 0.8994

16 ZFHX3 rs16971456 73013036 G 1.013 0.9263

7 HDAC9 rs28688791 19039605 C 0.9932 0.9552

11 Sickle cell (HBB) rs334 5248232 T NA NA



Next Steps……….



Genome-Wide Association Study using 

the H3Africa Consortium Chip

•Can probe for associations between a million (+?) genetic variants (SNP) and stroke 
phenotypes

•May identify novel genes-i.e., genes not previously suspected of playing a role in stroke

•Multiple testing can be problematic.  Candidate genes identified here must be 
examined in replication studies 



Tackling the growing Stroke 

burden in Africa



• The impact of stroke will grow  into the future as populations age, and 
globalization grows with attendant lifestyle changes – especially in developing 
economies including Nigeria.

• To mark 40 years of the journal ‘Stroke’ Vladmir Hachinski, the WFN president 
led a synergium to  advance the frontiers of stroke  in all facets in all the 
regions of the world.
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• No Stroke – specific postgraduate medical education 
programme in Africa (academic or professional)

• Most  African strokologists are primarily neurologists 
with different levels of further training and research 
interest in stroke.

• Stroke units are springing up – Cape Town, Accra, 
Benin city, Ilorin, Cairo,  with residents in Neurology, 
Internal Medicine and Geriatrics rotating through them.

Stroke Neurologic Manpower in Africa

76





Opportunities  in stroke medicine in Africa

• Paucity of strokologists and allied health workers for 
effective  MDT stroke research and practice.

• Neuroimaging challenges – availability and cost

• Lack of stroke rehab facilities

• Inequity of access to health care

• Stroke literacy and cultural beliefs 

• Lack of  stroke systems of care
78



Strategic keys to bridging the stroke 

training gap in Africa

• Global Health Perspective of  Stroke Medicine

• African and North – South Networking and 
Collaborations

• Strong Leadership  and Team work

• Creativity  and Innovation : eg.Deploying IT

• Mentorship

• Tapping into the African Diaspora: Turning ‘Brain 
drain’ to ‘Brain gain’ 

• ‘Training – Service – Research’  Synergy





• The World Stroke Academy is a global online educational 
resource aimed at major stroke issues for CME of 
healthcare professionals

• Professional section:

– Case based adaptive e-Learning

– Interactive eLearning lectures

– Webcast/podcast past congresses

– Article reviews

– Guidelines

– CME certification

• Patient/carers section:

World Stroke Academy (WSA) 





Int J Stroke 2014;9:4-13







Stroke medicine sub-specialty interest  among 

young African neurologists and trainees

• 77 young African neurologists and trainees 

(IWGYNT – African group database)

• 10 African  countries

• Sub –specialty interest (multiple choices)

- Stroke medicine :         35  (45.5%)

- Epileptology :          28  (36.4%)

- Movement disorders : 21  (27.3%)

- Neuroinfections :          17 (22.1%)

- Cognitive Neurology :  10 (13.0%)
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What about allied stroke 

professionals ?



Conclusion: An advanced practice nurse–centered discharge planning 

and home care intervention for at-risk hospitalized elders reduced 

readmissions, lengthened the time between discharge and 

readmission, and decreased the costs of providing health care.

Nurse  - centered discharge planning may be 

effective for home – based rehabilitation 
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“ With the trainees on the ground telling us what should 
happen, people are very positive about the future” 

- Prof. Raj Kalaria.

“ My African colleagues feel very optimistic about the 
future of neurological sciences in Africa”

- Prof. Alfred Njamnshi.
“I like the dreams of the future better than the history of 
the past”

- Thomas Jefferson.
 “The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty 
of their dreams”

-Eleanor Roosevelt

Final words……………..

Faculty at EAN RTC in Dakar, Senegal, July 2013



Summary

• An increase in global stroke burden with 

regional variations , LMIC being worst affected

• Growing burden of Stroke in Africa

• The current epidemiology  is driven by certain 

modifiable and non – modifiable factors

• Capacity building, including task – shifting 

approaches and stroke services devp are needed 

to curtain the growing burden in Africa. 
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